SUNLIGHT ENTERPRISE
The Insurance Solution That Simply Works
Having spent their careers working in insurance
technology, our founders sought to create a
modern, full suite solution that meets the
complex business needs of insurers while
requiring minimum customization and offering
maximum configuration. Today, Sunlight
Enterprise, the flagship offering of Sunlight
Solutions, is delivering on that vision with tier
one clients in both the US and Europe.
Sunlight can accommodate all commercial and
personal lines for both the admitted and surplus
markets. With a unique blend of industry
experience and technology expertise we are
able to support aggressive timelines while
iterating with our agile approach.
Eliminate reliance on multiple vendors and
cobbled together legacy systems. Our
end-to-end platform allows producers,
underwriters, and claims professionals to
conduct business seamlessly through a single
integrated application. With Sunlight’s
configuration capabilities your firm can own its
roadmap and adapt to changing business
requirements without the cost or time
associated with new development

Modern Technology
Sunlight is built on the latest Microsoft
.NET technologies and hosted on the
Azure cloud. Our best in industry
delivery model keeps your system
current and your resources free.

Full Suite Capabilities
Our end to end solution offers
functionality across policy
administration, billing, claims, CRM,
producer management, forms,
reporting, agent and consumer portals,
and more.

Extensive Configuration
Get to market quickly and own your
own roadmap. From our powerful
ratings and rules engine to UI forms
and fields, Sunlight was built to be
configured by business analysts
without the need for IT resources.

Global Presence
“ We had an aggressive timeline with a goal
of being in production in under six months,
and I’m pleased to see that Sunlight
Solutions has been able to deliver with its
Sunlight Enterprise. Sunlight’s high degree
of configuration, coupled with holistic and
robust policy issuance, rating, billing,
claims, and producer management
functions, make for an attractive offering
when speed to market is critical.”

Carriers in the US and Europe are in
production with Sunlight today. We
have clients writing in all 50 states
and our application can support the
business requirements of
international firms.
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– Alan Ogilvie, President of CM Vantage
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